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SHAUN'S SAY 

Well, that month flew by. No sooner had I finished the September Issue and I had to start the next 
one. This magazine is very big, and full of heaps of different articles. Thank you to all those that 
have contributed, keep it up! The reason for the large size of this mag is due to these people's 
contributions. It makes my job a breeze. 

In this issue there is a special report on the World Cup series that has recently finished. One of the 
reasons that the magazine is a little late is because I was waiting for the last event to happen so that 
I could include the results. The team was very good at keeping everyone informed of how they were 
going by sending regular emails to a huge list of people. The report in this mag is snippets of these 
reports for those that haven't received the emails. 

I managed to stir up a bit of a wasp nest with my editorial in the last magazine, where I questioned 
the need to fly NZOF executives around the country for meetings. Included in this mag is the NZOF 
reply to my questions. 

Did you all see the orienteering on TV3 last Thursday. WACO was the club of the week on the 
programme called The Game. Some more good exposure for orienteering. 

Bring back the O-league and bring back Buck. 

I am lacking a controversial issue for this editorial so I will flag for this month and think up 
something really good for next month. 

See you at the next event 
SHAUN COLLINS 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation of these details: (A) Auckland: Terry Nuthall 09 412 9012 
(CM) Counties-Manukau: John Briffett 09 294 7613 (E) Egmont: Suzanne Scott 06 758 4739 (H) Hamilton: 
Linda Flynn 07 889 6751 (NW) NorthWest: Ann Fettes 09 827 5358 (P) Pinelands: Chris Jackson 07 886 5313 
(R) Rotorua: Peter Fitchett (07) 345 6786 (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen 07 378 0577 (WACO) Waikato and 
Auckland Campus: Madeleine Barr 09 631 0204 (Wh) Whangarei: Dick Rankin 09 434 6499. 

October 

11 E CDOA OY - Hurworth 
17-18 A AUCKLAND CHAMPS & SHORT O - Entry form in this mag 
24-26 LABOUR 3 DAY, WELLINGTON CHAMPS - Set entry forms from club sec's. 



31 NW Ralph King Score Event - Muriwai, details in this mag, Sign posted from Waimaiku 
which is north of Auckland on SH16, just past Kumeu. 

November 

1 NW Auckland Relays - Beautiful Hills map, Woodhill forest, entry via Forest HQ, Sign 
posted from Waimaiku which is north of Auckland on SH16, just past Kumeu. Entry 
confirmation by 10.30 AM, team draw 10.45 AM, start 11 AM. Adults $7, Juniors $5, 
family max $20 (includes forest access fee). 
Setter/controllers: Alistair Smithies/Stan Foster. See September Magazine for 
more details. 

H Sanatorium Hill - Signposted from Cambridge 
3 NW Primary Schools Champs, Ambury Park 
3 AOA SUMMER SERIES - Cornwall Park - start beside Archery - This is at One Tree Hill 

and if you go in using the main Greenlane Rd gate you should be able to follow signs 
from there. 

7-8 R CDOA CHAMPIONSHIPS - Entry form in this mag 
10 SUMMER SERIES - Western Springs - start Zoo entrance. Find the Auckland Zoo in 

Western Springs and you will see the event centre at the entrance. 
18 SUMMER SERIES - Mangere Mountain. 
25 SUMMER SERIES - Auckland Domain - start Grandstand. The Grandstand is on the 

side of the domain nearest the Auckland Hospital. 

December 

3 SUMMER SERIES - Churchill Park, Glendowie - start Kinsale Ave 
6 R Tui Ridge - A little North of Rotorua 
9 Ham Waikato University 
10 SUMMER SERIES - Mt Eden - start Melville Park 
15 SUMMER SERIES - Mt St John - Start Puriri Drive 

1999 

Jan 16-17 Taranaki Turkey Trot and Traverse 
Feb 6-7 NZ Masters Games - Wanganui 
Feb 27 Katoa Po all night relays 
Mar 20-21 Otago Champs - Dunedin 
Apr 2-5 Easter 3 Day National O Squad Auckland 
Apr 16-17 SILVA Secondary School Champs - Dunedin 
Jun 5-7 Queens Birthday WOA Champs - Hawkes Bay 
Sep 25-26 AOA Champs 
Oct 10-11 CDOA Champs - Taupo 
Oct 2-3 Canterbury Champs - Christchurch 
Oct 23-25 Labour Weekend - Nationals (North West) 
Nov 13-14 SI Champs - Dunedin 



NORTHWEST NEWS 

Congratulations to Shaun on putting together a great re-vamped September magazine at short notice! 
The Spring series events have provided excellent orienteering so far, with Matthew Crozier setting 
the first event on Otakanini Topu, followed by Beautiful Hills which proved particularly challenging to 
some orienteers. We Aucklanders are generally spoiled with abundant clear pine forest, so we were 
probably overdue for a dose of physically tough terrain.... Both Pip Poole and Marquita Gelderman had 
successful runs in this event. 
Several of us travelled up to the weekend hosted by WHO near Dargaville, and as usual Phoebe's Lake 
(Poutu forest) did not disappoint. It was also a good opportunity to stock up with kumaras too! I 
found Omu Creek (Saturday) an eerie experience as the map was populated with many wild animals -
wolves, lions and other game animals - and arrows protruding from the surrounding trees in the 
gloomy half-light. A bow-hunting club also uses this forest. 
Some very keen people also participated in the night event- yours truly wasn't game enough! 

NW People 
Mark Lawson, Marquita Gelderman and Les Paver attended a very good controllers' clinic - all three 
have been active event setters/ controllers this year. 
Sasha Middleton competed in world cup races in Europe in mid-September. Unfortunately a bout of 
food poisoning sidelined her from the relays in Poland but she posted a very good 7th placing in the B 
final of the classic race, before travelling to further races in Slovakia. 
Ann Fettes and Bert Chapman have returned from Stage Stomp in Canada looking fit and tanned. 

Club AGM 
Just a reminder that this will be held on Sunday 22 November and will be a social get together, with 
details to follow in next month's magazine. However, both Dave Middleton and Geoff Mead will be 
standing down from office , so we are looking for nominations and volunteers for 1999 club captain 
and president. The committee is always looking for new blood and enthusiasm- the club has good 
maps, great gear, and plenty of talented members, so get involved! 
Club Dinner Our annual dinner and extravaganza of award presentations and socialising is to be 
held on the evening of Sunday 6th December at Monterey Park ( Upper Harbour Drive). More details 
next month or phone Dave Middleton for information. 

Next committee meeting The October meeting will be on Thursday 8 October, 7:30 PM at the 
Middleton's residence ( 24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield). All welcome. 
Event Reminders 

Ralph King Score Event Saturday 31 October - Muriwai, Woodhill forest. One hour score event. Start 
times every 15 mins from 11 AM to noon. More details in the September Mag. 

Auckland Relays, 1 November, Beautiful Hills, Woodhill. A not to be missed event. See September mag 
for details. The following people are organising club entries: NWOC Lisa Mead 4454-555, Auck O 
Club Joanna Stewart 5755695, CMOC John Briffett 09 2947613, WACO Madeleine Barr 631 0204. 

Lisa Mead 4454 555 



AUCKLAND O CHAT 

The last month has seen the return of most of our globetrotting veterans but only very briefly in the 
case of our 'absentee' president who has now once more flown our shores to challenge the little hills 
of Nepal. We wait with great interest to receive one of Jill's entertaining bulletins about their 
wanderings. 

Rob J, Darren and Alistair Landels are also still keeping the Auckland club represented at the highest 
level with their endeavours at the World cup. Darren started of this series of events by managing to 
catch himself a nasty bug before the event in Poland, but was back in form to make the A final in 
Slovakia. Rob is beginning to hit his straps, qualifying for the A final runs. (The Estonia final results 
who continues to put in consistently good performances for A final runs. (The Estonia final results 
have just come through, Alistair 46th and Rob 57th - Rob continued an unfortunate pattern of late of 
mucking the first control) [see article later in magazine for detailed report on how the NZ team is 
going in the World Cups ] 
To complete the age spectrum of those competing abroad, David Stewart is at present in Perth with a 
group of the Development squad, competing in the WA champs, the Australian Secondary school 
champs and the Australian Nationals. He managed 6th in the WA champs, with the rest still to come. 

The Auckland champs are nearly upon us with much hard work being put in by those involved in the 
organisation - thank you all for your dedication. All we need now is two days of lovely fine weather -
Leon, we put that in your hands! 

The summer series is also approaching fast, starting One Tree Hill, November 3rd. If anyone feels 
they could help by towing the campervan to the events about 4.30 on some of the days it would be 
most appreciated if they could let the Stewart family know. John does not want to do this season and 
the suggestion has been to not bother taking the campervan. This would seem unfortunate as it does 
provide shelter on inclement evenings and also acts as a good visual landmark for where we are 
starting and what is happening. Unfortunately the Stewarts will be involved with the control setting 
out during the afternoon and so will be unable to collect the campervan. If you have a towbar on your 
car and could manage a slightly earlier start on some occasions they would be most appreciative. 
Other Gossip: 

• Mark Roberts suffered "an abrupt adjustment to employment status" at the end of September 
and is cranking up the mapping while he looks for a programming job. Any offers? 

• The Summer Series is looking very good, with new maps and an extended season. Everyone 
remember to make copies of the calendar, stick them up on the wall at work, the supermarket, the 
sports shop, wherever; and drag your mates along - they are dying to go. 

• Eddie Reddish is still not quite sure about his employment status, and is weighing up redundancy / 
early retirement against moving to Christchurch with the rest of the Air Traffic Centre. 

• The Development Squad is touring Australia, with David Stewart performing well at the West 
Australia Champs (6th in M16A), and also taking in (after I write this) the Australian Secondary 
School Champs and the National Champs. 



• Tom and Heather Clendon gain a grandchild in December, but as of September Jill was still 
beating Tom at events... 

• The September / October committee meeting was very impressed with '95 Matua Gisborne 
Chardonnay, '96 Villa Maria Cabernet Merlot, and the standout surprise was the yummy '98 
Mission Merlot (yes - '98) 

• From September each year new members pay a full subscription but get next year's membership 
as well. Remind your mates who haven't quite got round to joining... 

• Welcome to Sarah Pilgrim, from Norwich OC in England, who has been visiting Auckland recently 
and travelling to events with AOC members. 

• The AOC AGM is lunchtime 6th December at the Nuthall residence in Kumeu. All current officers 
are standing again (well, none of them have said otherwise, but then none of them showed at the 
committee meeting, so they couldn't, could they?) The role of Publicity Officer is, as always, open 
to all comers. 

The Club has its own Web page. Have a look at http://members.tripod.com/~auckoc/ 
NB. It is imperative that you use lower-case for the address, or else you won't find it. 
There are some photos, a bit of news, the events for the next few months, the Auckland O champs' 
entry form plus a form for entering the event on-line. It's a free site so you will have 
to put up with the advertisement that appears, just click on the X in the top right corner to get rid 
of it. 
[I have checked the AOA Web page just now and it is awesome, there are photos and maps and stuff. 
Well worth a look - ED] 

SAVED - OUR ACCESS TO 
ONE TREE HILL! 

Auckland club's submission on the One Tree Hill management plan succeeds, with Auckland city 
amending the draft plan to take account of the club's concerns. The planners are proposing to 
remove the automatic exclusion of events with more than fifty people. This leaves the club in the 
same position as now in being able to apply for permission to organise events. 

What is new in the management of the park are the criteria for being granted permission to organise 
a sporting event. The plan lists restrictive criteria for sporting events in keeping with the planners' 
aim of a recreational focus for the park. 

The club submitted that the park events are recreational and hence the criteria did not apply, and if 
necessary, could organise events to comply with the criteria. The planners accepted orienteering as 
a recreational activity but consider that the criteria should apply to orienteering events and to the 
Auckland Joggers' Club activities. Their intention is to monitor the activities of both clubs to ensure 
protection of cultural sites. 

John Powell (AOC) 



WEIRD AND WACO 

Hello all of you, 

Wasn't the 16 mile event great. Yes it was. It is a pity no one bothered to socialise. All those boring 
old sods who just sat in their cars. The only person over 25 to take part in the beach volleyball was 
Rob Hattie. I guess you're as old (and boring) as you act and most of you seemed pretty old. 

But enough hassling of people for not hanging out in a beautiful sandy clearing on one of the sunniest 
days of the year. Here is some WACO news: 

• We have recently purchased a ball. It appeared at our spring series event. It is green, yellow, 
red and purple. From now on you can call it "Rainy" 

• Brent Edwards is 3 months pregnant and is hoping for a baby boy. 

• Matt, Phil, Rachel and Rebecca have been doing their darndest overseas. They are doing New 
Zealand (and WACO) proud. See later in the mag for more details. 

• Dave Barr made it too the finals of the North Island Secondary School Debating Champs, with his 
school team. What a genius! We salute you. 

• Neil. Michal would like his golf clubs back. We have a few eager Golfers in the club and would like 
to set down a challenge to other clubs for a golf day. Contact Stu Barr at 631 0204 to accept the 
challenge. A date and course will be arranged. 

• Fraser Mills was recently quoted as saying "Gee Whiz grandma. What big teeth you have". 

• Stu Barr recently received an award for Outstanding Achievement in Orienteering at the 1998 
Westpac Trust Sport Auckland Sports Awards. 

• WACO would like to hold a BBQ and Fun Event in One Tree Hill. More details will be in the next 
"Blabbermoose". We hope to get some big activities going, especially making use of the new ball 
"Rainy". 

• WACO is also going to have a wine evening. Jill Dalton the expert will take us through some of the 
finer points of wine. This is both educational and fun and you get a bit tiddly. We have not set a 
date yet but need to know numbers. Please contact Mad Barr on 631 0204 to confirm your 
interest. 

Thanks for taking the time to read this article. I hope you are as satisfied as I am. Please remember 
that the stunts were performed by trained professionals, so please don't try this at home. No 
animals were harmed in the making of this product. 

Stu XXXOOOXXXXX 



COUNTIES-MANUKAU NEWS 

Honourable mention this month goes to Marijka Currie who was placed 7th in the Auckland Secondary 
School Cross Country Champs held at St Kentigan's. This was achieved in bare feet with no prior 
training. Imagine her potential as a trained athlete. 

The 6th Controllers Clinic was held at Beautifuls Hills Headquarters over one and a half days. As a bit 
of a novice I found it to be enlightening and covered some areas where in the past I was in some 
doubt. Our thanks to Jim Lewis, Michael Wood and Rob Jessop. It was well worth attending 
especially for those who wish to progress within the sport. 

If anyone is planning on holding an OCAD workshop on printing maps and courses etc, could you please 
contact Rob Hattie as we have a few members interested in attending. 

The 1994 World Cup Womens Elite course was reheld at Beautiful Hills, on Sunday 13th and was 
completed by all the runners that started, although some of us took longer than 100 minutes. The 
winning time back in 1994 was 85.47. Wayne Aspin did it in 80 minutes followed closely by Mark 
Lawson in a credible 83 minutes. 

A small group of us ventured North of Dargaville to compete on the Omu Creek map. Good course 
setting and a technically difficult map made it worth the trip. However I am still learning after three 
years of 'O'ing: 
1. Thin blue lines doesn't necessarily mean, crossable, 
2. Pay attention to map corrections that state "may be deep" 
There was weed on the surface of a stream 5 metres wide and it was too far back down stream to 
consider negotiating a safe crossing point. After taking the plunge, I ended up mid stream in waist 
deep water. I gingerly navigated my way through the rest of the course before my map completely 
disintergrated. 
There wasn't a major turnout for the night 'O', which was triple red in low visibility pine. Of the ten 
or so who completed only three finished. There were a few of us who accepted an invitation to bed 
down in the Archery Club hut boardering the forest. We settled down on the hard floor for a 
restless nights slumber only to be continually disturbed by possums that to the ear sounded as if they 
were playing basketball on the terrace. We found in the morning that the possums had been 
scavenging Graeme Hattie's half eaten coconut husk. 
The next day was the OY. On the drive to the event South of Dargaville, we rounded a corner only to 
be waved down by a fellow orienteer who had driven into a ditch. A broken steering rod necessitated 
calling a salvage company (be thankful for cell phones) who inadvertently misinterpreted the message 
and sent the tow truckin the opposite direction. So three hours later, salvage complete, we made our 
way to the event. Once again a great map and good course setting made it an enjoyable day. 
Next club meeting is at Lyndsay and Bev Shukers residence, Wednesday 7th October at 7.30pm. All 
club member welcome. 

ROB HATTIE 299 6394 



THE INAUGURAL RALPH KING SCORE EVENT 
Saturday 31 October 

More details for this event which is to be held at Muriwai, Woodhill forest. Registration from 10.30 
AM, mass starts each 15 mins from 11 AM to noon. Adults $7, Juniors $5, family max $20 (includes 
forest access fee). 
The NWOC is instituting this event to mark Ralph's entry into the M75 grade and his contributions 
to NZ orienteering over the decades. The plan is to hold it annually, trophies will be presented for 4 
categories. Male and female for juniors (18 & under) and male/ female for seniors (19 and over). The 
event format will be based on 20 controls spread over an area of about 3 sq. km. Competitors have 
60 mins to visit as many controls as possible (any order), more challenging controls have higher points 
than less challenging controls, a severe points penalty for any time over 60 mins. The person with the 
most points wins. The event is suitable for all grades of orienteers, as the control sites will range 
from white to red standards. The master himself (Ralph) will be setting the event himself, with his 
son David Melrose controlling. 

Classes: M/W12, 14, 16, 18, 20, Elite, 21A/B/C, 35A/B/C, 40A/B/C, 45A/B/C, 5 
0A/B/C, 55A/B/C, 60A/B/C, 65A/B/C, 70A/B/C, and 75A/B/C 

All competitors are advised to wear a watch. The penalty for running over one hour is 10 points per 
minute or part thereof. Competitors should report to Master maps 15 minutes before start times. 
This is to enable you to mark up your maps correctly and plan your route. 
Remember places are decided on score only. Any people with matching scores will receive the same 
placing. Junior classes will have a nice little circuit, with not too far to find the higher scoring 
controls. 

AOA TRANSITION 

WHAT'S THE STORY WITH THE OLD AUCKLAND ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION ..I 
ASKED ANDY BREWIS TO COUGH UP! 

The presidents of the five Auckland orienteering clubs met on April 18. Those involved were: 

Stuart Barr (WACO), Andrew Brewis (AOC), Rob Hattie (CMOC), Dave Middleton (NWOC) and 
David Niven (WHO) 

1. It was decided to replace the AOA with an informal board comprised of the five club presidents. 
2. The members would initially meet three monthly. 
3. The key functions of the board will be: 



To seek overall benefit for orienteering in Auckland through more organised co-operation 
between the clubs. 

To manage issues of common interest. 

4. It is proposed that the presidents will brief suitably qualified orienteers to take responsibility for 
the management of specific issues on their behalf. 

5. Issues to be addressed will include: 

a) The events programme. 
b) The technical organisation of OYs (including the recording of results) 
c) Forest access. 
d) Publicity (including induction paperwork, the O mag and recruitment). 
e) Area wide social activities. 
f) Training. 
g) A review of the ways in which mapping may be undertaken in the future. 
h) Interface with NZOF. 

6. It is envisaged that the group have no formal structure or legal identity. Any finances, for 
example, will be handled by one of the clubs on the boards behalf. None the less, it is believed that 
the structure will strengthen planning and organisation Auckland wide and provide the base for a 
common Auckland view on national issues. 

7. The group has named itself 'The Auckland Area Management Committee'. 

Expressions of interest are at this stage sought from orienteers interested taking responsibility in 
any of the following areas of activity: 
• Events programme. This role not only includes the consultation need to set up of the traditional 

Auckland programme. It will include involvement with NZOF on matters related to the national 
programme, close co-operation with the orienteer responsible for training, liaison with those 
involved in school orienteering and hopefully with those involved in developing mountain bike 
orienteering. Three wider roles are envisaged, involvement in supporting the development of the 
sport in the Whangarei area, the development of closer links with Central Districts and a widening 
of the programme to encourage involvement in the sport. 

• Technical support. It is intended to widen the traditional role of collation of performance 
information and the standards setting for the OY series to provide support and guidance to the 
controllers of all major events within the Auckland area. Although the controller by definition 
carries absolute responsibility for the quality of an event, it hoped to ease this burden through 
close liaison with the technical officer. 

• Promotional programme. The role is seen as fourfold. To find ways to increase membership, to 
provide information to new members, to plan and implement a media promotion schedule, to 
publicise the sport. 

• Training. A wide-ranging role is envisaged. The establishment of a formal training programme to be 
included in the overall events calendar, co-ordination with and the support those managing specific 



training programmes such as the junior squad, a general widening of the training base, co
ordination and communication with the national training officer and the provision of training for 
trainers or any other activity that will promote a higher standard of orienteering in the Auckland 
area. 

• Mapping co-ordinator. The investigation of areas potentially suitable for orienteering and the 
setting down of a long-term area mapping programme. To co-ordinate mapping activities within 
clubs and between clubs with the objective of providing the Auckland with the best maps that the 
clubs combined resources can produce. Monitor mapping standards and consistency. The training of 
and recruitment of mappers and controllers. 

• Interface with NZOF and other external bodies that can influence orienteering in the Auckland 
area. This role will involve the co-ordination of the input from the clubs to the NZOF. A proactive 
approach is sought leading to the presentation of policy concepts to the club presidents. It is 
hoped that an analysis of the role and policies of the NZOF will underline the value that the 
Auckland club receive from their investment in the NZOF and will indicate ways in which this value 
may be optimised. 

It must be emphasised that the people involved in the roles indicated are to manage, not to fulfil the 
roles and that they may draw on any appropriate aid from any of the clubs for support. Written 
briefs will be agreed with all those involved. 

If you are keen to volunteer for one of these roles please contact one of the people below: 

Stuart Barr 09 6310204 1/10 Inverary Ave, Epsom 
stubarr@hotmail.com 

Andrew Brewis 09 5756989 32 Dingle Rd, St Heliers 
fax 5456916 abrewis@iprolink.co.nz 

Rob Hattie 09 2996394 6 Ashdown Place, Papakura 
Dave Middleton 09 4182510 24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield 

admidds@clear.net.nz 
David Nevin 09 4352415 17 Wakelin St, Whangarei 

nevin@igrin.co.nz 

DRINKS CONTROLS AT NUMBER 6 

A man took his Rottweiler to the vet & said to the vet "my dogs cross-eyed, is there anything you can 
do for it?" 

"Well" said the vet "lets have a look at him" 

So he picks the dog up by it's ears & has a good look at it's eyes. "Well" says the vet "I'm going to 
have to put him down" "Just because he's cross-eyed" say the man. 

"No because he's very heavy" says the vet 



ORIENTEERING POEM . . . 

I received an email from Eddie Reddish the other day saying that he had just finished a session 
surfing the net and had found a neato orienteering poem. I emailed the author (Jim Huggins) for 
permission and he turns out to be a friend of Peter Snell. He welcomed people to go to the following 
webpage for a poem about him beating Peter Snell in a race which he then added "is a hopeless pipe 
dream of course". The address is http://www.softdisk.com/customer/jimh/bird.htm#grin. 
Anyway here is the poem: 

The Body Chasing the Mind 
by Jim Huggins 

Looking for a sport that's a challenge, and fun to do? 
A sport that makes you feel real good after you get through? 
One that makes you think? One that makes you glow? 
One that gives your imagination lots of room to grow? 
There is a sport that meets these needs. A sport that all can keep. 
It's called Orienteering, and it is played in the forest deep. 
It's a sport that makes you think, for many decisions you must make. 
And if you get turned on to it, great rewards will be yours to take. 
It's wholesome for the body, the mind, and the soul. 
The young can participate, as well as the old. 
Recreational or competitive. Either one you can pursue. 
For both will make your mind and body feel much like new. 
If it happens that Orienteering is the sport you select. 
You'll find that the venture will keep your gray matter erect. 
The objective of the frolic is to keep the body from falling behind. 
So Orienteering is designed to have the body chase the mind. 

TRUE TALES FROM THE ANCIENT 
(well not quite) PAST 

By Jill Dalton, WACO 
Casting my eyes over Newsletters from 1982 - the following trivia emerged. This is another in the 
series of 'what happened back then' that I have reported on some time ago. 

At that time Ray Eade was South Auckland Chairman, I was Secretary, and Bruce Hendrie was 
Treasurer. 



Keith Hatwell got engaged to Linda Hawkins. Ken and Jeanine Browne, Terry Nuthall and Athol 
Lonsdale competed in the Pacific Orienteering Champs in Japan - it seems rice and raw egg for 
breakfast was the norm. 
Coromandel 82 was an adventurous sporting holiday, attended by about 30 - 40 people, including a few 
orienteers. It was a run from Coromandel to Tairua in stages over 6 days - the organiser (who else) 
John Robinson. It seems the people who chose the horse paddock for a camping spot on the last night 
were woken up by donkeys early the next morning! 

Newspaper headlines screamed 'Brighouse too Good' - Ross won the M21A class of the Easter 3 day at 
Woodhill. Orienteers were getting excited about the Stanthorpe Australian tour. Grant Unkovich 
reported from Christchurch that he was loosing weight from running regularly in Hagley Park. 
Lots of Aucklanders travelled to Central Districts to compete on the 'Kaahu' map, and the Robinson 
family was reported to have lost THREE BLACK BLAZERS! 

Male orienteers were reported to have taken up buying pantyhose for the Wellington 3-day. It 
appears that they must be purchased miles away from home to stop people talking. The IOF decided 
to hold the first Veteran World Cup in Finland in July 1983. A sign at the Nationals (held at Labour 
Weekend - surprise, surprise) declared 'Do not cross the finish shoot'. 

The Stanthorpe experience came and went. A coach load of Kiwis competed. The coach (not allowed 
to be called a bus) got stuck on the access road to the O event and organisers built a large fire at the 
finish to keep people warm. Best placings at the Victorian Champs were Doug Crispe 7th M35B, Sally 
Pilbrow 6th W35B, Bev Laurent 7th W43A, Rob Garden 12th M21A (SAOC members only). 

New maps and permanent courses were set up at Awhitu and Papakura High School. I was a proud 
mother when my son Philip won the NZOF Junior Course Setting Champs. Seen at the Sunfresh Half 
Marathon were Hilary Weeks, Val and John Robbie, Phyl and Jim Snedden, Malcolm and Janet 
Breadmore, and myself. 

That's it for 1982 - watch for the next instalment of (you guessed it) 1983. 

WEST AUSTRALIAN O CHAMPS 

Morrinsville Orienteer Greg Flynn has mad an impact across the Tasman by winning the men's 16 years 
category at the West Australian Championship, held at Dryandra, 160 km south east of Perth at the 
weekend. The attendance and standard were high, with the Australian Champs to be held near Perth 
next weekend and the Australian Schools Champs during the week. Flynn was a clear winner by 80 
seconds, taking out both the short race on Saturday and a classic distance race on Sunday. This was 
extra meritorious considering the field was over 25 strong. 

Flynn is part of a NZ Orienteering Development Squad training trip led by Coaching Director Michael 
Wood. Wood won the mens 50 years category after a week's training with the juniors at Bindoon, 
north of Perth. Other NZ results include: 



David Stewart (Auckland) 6th mens 16 years 
Penny Kane (Wellington) 7th womens 18 years in a race dominated by 3 girls who have just 

returned from the Junior World Champs in France 
Andrew McCarthy (Lower Hutt) 1st mens 18 years short category 
Bunny Rathbone (Dunedin) 11th womens 50 years 
Pat Larsen (Palmerston North) 4th womens 45B 
Brenda Kendall (formally New Plymouth, now Perth) 8th womens 40 years 
Kate Fortune (NZ High Commission, Canberra) 3rd womens 55 years 
Graham Fortune (NZ High Commission, Canberra) 4th mens 55 years 

TREKKING IN THE DOLOMITES - AN IDEAL 
WAY TO GET YOUR WEIGHT DOWN 

BY ANDY BREWIS, AOA 

After the World Vets in the Czech Republic the Brewises had it made, open-ended use of a friend's 
minute apartment in Cortina right in the heart of the Dolomites. Superficially Cortina has its faults. 
It is fashionable, therefore it is costly for a regional town, perhaps as expensive as Venice. Nobody 
speaks English and you cannot buy even a guidebook in English. Speak to someone in English and you 
are likely to be answered in German. The lakes and rivers are freezing in mid summer. There is really 
nothing to do but eat and trek. In compensation the food is an interesting mixture of Italian and 
German (and Cortina costs don't apply in the surrounding villages), the countryside is beautiful and 
the trekking is magnificent. The weather in July and August is great without the heat that makes the 
rest of Italy unusable at that time. 
The Dolomites are not a high range. Cortina sits at 1300 m and the highest peaks in the surrounding 
area are no more than 3000 m. Few trails go higher than 2500 m. The whole area is built up of steep 
heavily wooded slopes lifting into high grassed valleys followed by rocky bases from which rise great 
jagged, near vertical limestone peaks. Cortina is crowded in by them and the effect is stunning. To 
add to the effect the colour of the peaks ranges from pink through white to grey and the tone and 
intensity of the colours change with humidity. 
Several factors contribute to the quality of the trekking. 
The whole Dolomite area is mapped at 1:25000 and the maps are good and kept up to date. 
There are refuges throughout the area, with facilities ranging from that of an upmarket tramping hut 
to near hotel standard. Many have been built by the Italian Alpine Club and charge about $50 a night. 
Those privately owned can be more costly. They all offer lunch and they must put up stranded 
trekkers unwilling to sleep out in the rain. 
Throughout the war of 1915 and 1918 between the Italians and the Austrians the front ran right 
through the middle of the Dolomites and there was great competition for the high ground. The higher 
the better. One of the more famous climbing peaks in the Cortina area, part of the Tre Cime or 
Three Chimney group, lost 17 m when the top was levelled to take a 75mm machine gun and 



searchlight, winched up 3 or 400 metres of vertical rock. Nearby on Monte Piana the two armies 
fought it out on the top of two narrowly joined mountain tops, leaving behind trench and observation 
systems cut into the dolomite which remain today almost in the condition they were left in 1918. Of 
more importance than the military structures that dot the mountain tops are the military roads, 
tracks and mule trails that have opened up the high country to the everyday trekker. Much of the 
infrastructure left by the military forms the 'Iron Trails'. These are built up of steel ladders, bridges 
and fixed steel cables beside kilometres of otherwise dangerous track. Armed with a body belt or 
bum sling and a couple of clips, very ordinary trekkers can work trails way above their normal 
capability. 
The Dolomites offers several types of trekking. 
Based in Cortina and having a car, Jill and I were able to day trip, leaving the car and returning to it 
by a different route. We would aim for four hours actual trekking but typically were out six hours, on 
one occasion ten. A climb of 800 metres was normal, 1200 an error. When the wild flowers left the 
high valleys in August to be replaced by ever growing numbers of Italian and Austrian tourists we 
took to lesser-known forest tracks enjoying complete isolation on the trek and little competition in 
the refuges. We found and enjoyed more than 20 such treks within 30 minutes drive of our 
apartment. Every one was a hard climb, every one was different and worth tackling in its own right. 
For those willing and able to use the iron trails, local trekking is fine, but it means bussing out to the 
trail start and back from the trail end. 
The real challenge would be to take one of the cross Dolomite trails, perhaps ten days of trekking 
over everything the area has to offer. 
For the real pussy, there are taxis or 4 wheel drives or cable cars to take walkers into the most 
attractive or interesting areas. Taxis because the locals have decided that mountains and the tourist 
car are not to be allowed together. 
Jill and I really enjoyed the area, as we believe any orienteer will. A concerted effort has been made 
by the entire community to make trekking fun. Although the cost of the upkeep of the trails must be 
high there has been no suggestion of user pays. Our enjoyment was so great that, although Venice 
was only two hours away, we never did make the trip. Perhaps of more importance than the pleasure 
we experienced, I lost 14 kilos, a key stage in my programme towards beating Graham Peters in an OY 
next year. Of some concern was the discovery that I can outpace Jill for four hours, after that it is 
another matter. 

WHOSE AT THE START LINE WITH SHAUN? 

This month I talked to Dave Middleton. 

The Middleton family lives in Glenfield on the North Shore, Dave is a ceramic technician a.k.a a 
humble tiler ( not the roof type). Glen is a special education teacher at the Wilson Home at 
Takapuna. We have 3 children, Stuart (26) is at the moment studying up at the Northland Polytech in 
a sport management course. Sasha (24) is overseas at the moment, in between teaching PE in schools 
in London and working in the ski fields in Italy she is running in the World Cup series. She is on her 
way up to Estonia after running in Poland and Slovakia. Tania (23) is in her final year for her Diploma 
of Teaching and Bachelor of education, she plays netball for Shore Rovers. 



When not orienteering Dave says he drifts around in a daze all day, softly stroking his compass and 
tearing tufts out of the carpet from the studs on his O shoes. He doesn't really have any other 
hobbies,(does demolishing bottles of port come in that category), he suggested that you could say his 
hobby is doing up the house that they have lived in for the past 27 years. He has a very tight 
schedule that they work to, a room a year!. 

The Middleton Family started Oing in late 88. Dave said "I can still remember the course and the 
day, I still have the map. You talk about smitten. I think I was hit with a bit of 4+ 2 life has never 
been the same since, witness house and property neglected. At first I only went on my own and 
gradually the family tagged along, albeit grudgingly. Even Tania came in those days, but she got lost a 
couple of times and even wild horses wouldn't get her back now. Why do I love this sport ?, Every 
time you run a course there are different challenges and problems to be overcome and solved, I really 
enjoy that aspect of the sport." 

I asked Dave what he thought his biggest challenge was in orienteering. He said to consistently see 
Wayne and Ross's names below him on the results sheet would be a good start. But seriously his 
biggest challenge in Oing is to train his brain to look at the blasted control descriptions to see what 
he was actually looking for. 
" gosh I have wasted some time over the years not doing that simple task, all beginners take heed. 
Another challenge I would like to tackle is to run in different terrain in other countries." 

Shaun: What is the biggest problem that you think orienteering faces at the moment and what do we 
need to do to increase the profile, strengthen the sport? 
Dave: Burn out of the volunteers and the lack of new people coming forward to take up positions on 
club committees, I know that nobody likes to do these things but if nobody does it there will be NO 
orienteering to go to, maybe the time has come for paid professionals to organise and run events, are 
we prepared to pay more or do more. 

Shaun: What is the one thing about the orienteering scene that really gets up your nose? 
Dave: Pollen and the dust off Waynes' shoes as I tear past him up a steep hill. Just joking Wayne, 
maybe it would be downhill. Actually the thing that "amuses" me is our knee-jerk reaction when every 
tom, dick, and Harry wants a special course set all for them because all the other courses are either 
too long too short too hard too easy too dopey. If you ask me, scrap age, go for colour. 

Shaun: What is the one thing about orienteering/the orienteering scene that you really love? 
Dave: Going to exciting new maps and out of the way areas. Also all the great social times. 

Shaun: If you had won $1m in lotto, what would you spend it on? 
Dave: For a start I wouldn't spend the 1 million but I would sure have a great time spending the 
interest every year going to as many countries to orienteer as possible 

Shaun: If you were to start your own orienteering club, what features would your club have? What 
would it be called? 
Dave: The Flat Earth Club featuring no training and only running on sand dune maps. 

Shaun: What is the funniest thing that has happened to you and your family on the way to an event, 
leaving an event, or at an event? 



Dave: Trying to find the last control at the Mamaku map and coming out to relocate on a track bend 
with the finish just a couple of metres away down the track , embarrassing was not the word. 

Shaun: What is one thing about you and your family that no one in orienteering would know 
about...eg...on weekends without orienteering you go rally driving in the mountains or diving off great 
barrier island. 

Dave: Gosh is there anything else to do in the world besides ORIENTEERING. 

Thanks to Dave for divulging his inner most secrets with me. Who will be next? 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FROM NOW TILL LATER 

The following is a letter from The Technical committee which the Auckland Orienteering Club 
thought everyone should see. 

New Zealand Orienteering Federation (Inc) 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
Convenor: Bruce Collins, PO Box 126, Warrington, Otago. Ph/fax 03-4822335, bruce.collins@clear.net.nz 
Committee: Gillian Ingham, Jim Lewis, Chrissie Williams, Michael Wood 

9 October, 1998 

To all Clubs 

PROPOSED CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

In an effort to bring some consistency to the orienteering calendar the following has been put together which hopefully 
could satisfy most of the people most of the time!? Would you please take it to your next committee meeting and discuss 
the "Basic Format". If you have objections please let me know. The "Basic Format" can not come fully into place until 2001 
because of events already allocated. 

BASIC FORMAT 

4 weeks before Easter Southland Champs 
2 weeks before Easter Otago Champs 
Easter National Champs (AOA, CDOA, WOA or SI by rotation) 

Queens Birthday Multi day - by application 

4 weeks before Labour w/e AOA Champs when SI Champs at Labour w/e 
2 weeks before Labour w/e CDOA Champs if AOA/SI at Labour w/e, AOA Champs if CDOA/WOA at Labour w/e 
Labour weekend AOA, CDOA, WOA or SI Champs by rotation 
2 weeks after Labour w/e WOA Champs if not at Labour w/e, CDOA Champs if WOA at Labour w/e 
4 weeks after labour w/e SI Champs if not at Labour w/e 
Notes 



1 SI Champs always held by PAPO when at Labour w/e. 
2 Canterbury Champs held at Labour w/e except when PAPO hold SI Champs at Labour w/e 

and then Canterbury Champs will become Day 2 or 3 of Labour w/e 
3 North Island multiday at Labour w/e when SI Champs at Labour w/e - by application 

CALENDAR for next 10 years 

1999 
Jan 16-17 Taranaki Turkey Trot and Traverse 
Feb 6-Jul NZ Masters Games Wanganui 
Feb 27 Katoa Po all night relays 
Mar 20-21 Otago Champs Dunedin 
Apr 2-May Easter 3 Day National O Squad Auckland 
Apr 16-17 SILVA Secondary School Champs Dunedin 
Jun 5-Jul Queens Birthday WOA Champs Hawkes Bay 
Sep 25-26 AOA Champs 
Oct 10-Nov CDOA Champs Taupo 
Oct 2-Mar Canterbury Champs Christchurch 
Oct 23-25 Labour w/e Nationals North West 
Nov 13-14 SI Champs Dunedin 

2000 
Jan 1 -Dec World Masters O Champs 
Jan 15-16 4th World Rogaine Champs Christchurch 
Feb NZ Masters Games Dunedin 
Mar 18 Katoa Po All night relays 
Mar 26-27 SI Champs TOPS 
Apr 21-24 Easter Nationals Wairarapa 
Jun 3-May Queens Birthday (preliminary application from NWOC) 
Oct 14-15 AOA Champs 
Oct 28-30 Labour w/e CDOA Champs Hamilton 
Nov 11 -Dec WOA Champs 

2001 
Apr 13-16 Easter Nationals CDOA 
Jun 2-Apr Queens Birthday 
Oct 13-14 CDOA Champs 
Oct 27-29 Labour w/e AOA Champs 
Nov 10-Nov WOA Champs 
Nov 24-25 SI Champs PAPO 

2002 
Mar/Apr 29-Jan Easter Nationals SI 

Jun 1-Mar Queens Birthday 
Oct Dec-13 AOA Champs 
Oct 26-28 Labour w/e WOA Champs 
Nov 9-Oct CDOA Champs 
Nov 23-24 SI Champs SOC 

2003 
Apr 18-21 Easter Nationals AOA 

May/Jun 31-02 Queens Birthday 
Oct 11 -Dec AOA Champs 
Oct 25-27 Labour w/e CDOA Champs 
Nov 8-Sep WOA Champs 
Nov 22-23 SI Champs DOC 

2004 
Jan APOC held in NZ in 1984 and 1994. Application needed. 
Apr 9-Dec Easter Nationals WOA 
Jun 5-Jul Queens Birthday 
Sep 25-26 AOA Champs 
Oct 9-Oct CDOA Champs 
Oct 23-25 Labour w/e SI Champs PAPO 
Nov 6-Jul WOA Champs 

2005 
Mar 25-28 Easter Nationals CDOA 
Jun 4-Jun Queens Birthday 
Oct 15-16 CDOA Champs 
Oct 29-31 Labour w/e AOA Champs 
Nov Dec-13 WOA Champs 
Nov 26-27 SI Champs TOPS/MOC 

2006 
Apr 14-17 Easter Nationals SI 
Jun 3-May Queens Birthday 
Oct 14-15 AOA Champs 
Oct 28-30 Labour w/e WOA Champs 
Nov 11 -Dec CDOA Champs 
Nov 25-26 SI Champs SOC 

2007 
Apr 6-Sep Easter Nationals AOA 
Jun 2-Apr Queens Birthday 
Oct 13-14 AOA Champs 
Oct 27-29 Labour w/e CDOA Champs 
Nov 10-Nov WOA Champs 
Nov 24-25 SI Champs DOC 

2008 
Mar 21-24 Easter Nationals WOA 

May/Jun 31 -2 Queens Birthday 
Sep 27-28 AOA Champs 
Oct 11 -Dec CDOA Champs 
Oct 25-27 Labour w/e SI Champs PAPO 
Nov 8-Sep WOA Champs 

Regards 
Bruce Collins 
Convenor NZOF Technical Committee 



ADVICE FOR BEGINNERS 

BY MARK ROBERTS (AOC) 

I've taught a number of beginners in the last few years, and here is what I found myself banging on 
about: 

• Get good advice, even if that only means sitting down after each event with an experienced orienteer and 
going over your course together. 

• Get good gear, especially shoes. As soon as you've decided that O is something you want to commit to, get 
real O shoes (don't make do with touch shoes), gaiters, an O suit and a compass. You won't regret it. For 
preference, get the genuine club O suit - it will improve your social life (you change from "that anonymous 
person" to "that anonymous person who's a member of the same club as me.") 

• Go to the big away events. If you can spare the time, multi-day events are enormous fun, and you get a 
chance to discover completely different O terrain and find out how bad you are at navigating on it. 

• Eat and drink properly. Get some carbohydrate inside you before you go to the event, and tank up with 
water before and after. Bananas! Lots of them! 

• Learn the basics. For a start, learn about handrails, attack points, heading off, and traffic lighting, 
practice them, and use them during events. 

• Learn the map. Take some time to walk calmly around on a map, and see how the mapper has interpreted the 
terrain, what she's missed out, what she's put in, the mistakes, and what exactly those vertical green stripes 
mean. 

• Aim low. Until you know what you are capable of, always do the slightly shorter course, the slightly easier 
course. The Long, Difficult courses will always be there later. You'll learn nothing on a 3-hour nightmare 
slog. Be especially careful in an unfamiliar terrain type, which you are bound to find more difficult. 

• Don't start your run flustered by arriving late. Sounds obvious? Tell that to everyone who's ever arrived at 
an event without their shoes, or walked to the start without their compass, or not allowed enough time to 
walk to the start. 

• Run the first leg slowly and carefully. There's nothing worse than blowing the first control, and it's far too 
easy to do on an unfamiliar map in unfamiliar terrain. 

• Get a thumb compass. If you really want to use a bezel compass, strap it to your wrist, and hold it on top of 
the map at all times. 

• Orientate the map. It's unnatural at first, but it's the only sensible way to use an O map. 
• Take it easy. Stay close to the map, be sure where you are at all times. 
• Learn about route choice. Ask a crusty old orienteer to lend you some old maps, decide how you would run 

each leg, and ask him to show you how he would run it, and why. 
• Get involved with setting and mapping. The best way to truly understand orienteering courses is to design a 

few yourself, with a crusty old controller to show you how. The best way to truly understand maps is to do 
some fieldwork or field checking, with a crusty old mapper to show you how. 

And finally, a personal note: 

Red wine and Curry on a Saturday night is a really bad idea. 

Mark Roberts, Auckland Orienteering Club 



THE 12th CONTROL - ANOTHER 
WATER STOP 

SOME VIRUS TYPES 

O.J. SIMPSON VIRUS - You know it's guilty of trashing your system, but you just can't prove it. 

BOBBITT VIRUS - Removes a vital part of your hard disk then re-attaches it. (But that part will 
never work again.) 

OPRAH WINFREY VIRUS - Your 200MB hard drive suddenly shrinks to 80MB, and then slowly 
expands back to 200MB. 

POLITICALLY CORRECT VIRUS - Never identifies itself as a "virus," but instead refers to itself as 
an "electronic micro-organism". 

FREUDIAN VIRUS - Your computer becomes obsessed with marrying its own mother board. 

HEALTH CARE VIRUS - Tests your system for a day, finds nothing wrong, and sends you a bill 
for $4,500 

SUMMER SERIES 

The Summer Series returns this summer for the duration of daylight saving. It is under new 
management, in the form of the Stewart family but will follow a similar format to that run by Rob 
Jessop, post Christmas last year. Maps will be pre-marked with all controls, with the courses listed on 
the back. You will be left to connect up the appropriate controls for your chosen course. As last year, 
there will usually be three basic courses or you are welcome to construct your own. We also hope to 
have an alternative such as a contours only or memory course at a proportion of the events and there 
may be a score event or two (if you have any suggestions of what you would like, please let one of us 
know and we'll see what we can do). As well as the help that is always available for beginners, Rob J is 
prepared to run a more structured coaching session at some of the events for those who express an 
interest. Do therefore make sure you encourage all those people who keep saying that they want to 
give orienteering a go, but have newer made it out to the forest, to come and get an idea of what it is 
about. 
Time - Starts will be between 5.30pm and 6.45pm, with course closure at 7.30. 
Days - We think we need to keep your brains challenged so will be rotating through Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays. We are aware that this is a bit of a pest, but it does mean families with 
other commitments on certain evenings are not excluded and hopefully makes it possible for a wider 
group of newcomers to 'give it a go'. Our feeling is this is the most important role of the summer 



series - to try and encourage newcomers to find out what we rush off and do every Sunday. If we can 
get a few more people into the sport for next season then we have we succeeded. As far as the 'old 
hands' are concerned it is on opportunity to get out and have a run with a purpose and to keep in touch 
with the orienteering fraternity. We certainly want to see you all and will do our best to offer you an 
enjoyable run, but don't pretend to be able to offer a real orienteering challenge within the parks we 
all know so well. 
Venues - All the old favourites but there will also be the odd new one thrown in for a bit of variety. 
Cost, $5 adult, $4 student with $1 discount for members (ie $4 and $3). There is also the option of a 
season ticket for those who plan to come weekly. This will be the 14 weeks for the price of 10 weeks 
(eg an adult member $40, a student member $30). Larger groups such as scouts can pay $25 an 
evening for as many maps as they need (we want every kid to be able to take a map home to show Mum 
and Dad) 
Looking forward to seeing you all, with a friend in tow, on the lovely, balmy Auckland summer evenings! 
Stewart Family 

Dates and venues for the first few are as follows: 

Tues Nov 3 - Cornwall Park - start beside Archery 
Tues Nov 10 - Western Springs - start Zoo entrance 
Wed Nov 18 - Mangere Mountain 
Wed Nov 25 - Auckland Domain - start Grandstand 
Thur Dec 3 - Churchill Park, Glendowie - start Kinsale Ave 
Thur Dec 10 - Mt Eden - start Melville Park 
Tues Dec 15 - Mt St John - Start Puriri Drive 

THE NZOF REPLIES TO THE BLABBERMOUTH 

In my editorial in the last Blabbermouth I questioned the need for flying NZOF members around the 
country for meetings. I asked this question because it had become apparent that this is what people 
thought was happening. I received a call from Andy Clayton the NZOF secretary, soon after the 
magazine was distributed. He wanted to set the record straight and agreed to answer some 
questions. 

Editor: How many times a year do the NZOF meet? 
Andy: In 1997 the NZOF Executive Committee met 4 times and the NZOF Council met 

twice. So far in 1998 the Executive Committee have met twice. As per the 
constitution the Executive committee are required to have 3 meetings a year and the 
council are required to have two meetings a year. 

Editor: Where are these meetings and how long do they last? 
Andy: Exec meetings are held at cost effective venues for current officers, taking into 

account the travel time and the desired effect of the possibility to orienteer. The 
NZOF also aim to keep in touch with different regions and therefore take this into 
consideration when setting the venue. Meetings are normally scheduled for about 5-8 
hours depending on the issues that require discussion. 



Editor: What is the difference between the Executive Committee and the Council? 
Andy: Exec covers day to day running of the federation while the council deals with policy. 

Editor: Why can you not use technology like phone conferencing or email to have meetings instead 
of using valuable money to fly people to meetings. 

Andy: Technology is used wherever possible but some things can only be discussed face to 
face. 

Editor: Does our constitution require a change to reduce the number of meetings? 
Andy: Exec or council only meet when it is necessary. To this end all meetings are budgeted 

in the accounts and outside agencies like the Hillary commission expect national 
bodies to meet. 

Andy: I hope this clears this issue up and bear in mind Management Plans, Strategic Plans 
and Constitution are all available for you to obtain any further info. 

Editor: Do you think that it is our job to question what goes on with the NZOF. My editorial 
was doing just that - questioning, "is this in fact the truth or simply a rumour mill 
working overtime". Why did the NZOF get upset with my editorial? 

Andy: NZOF was upset by the fact that you could have been positive in your approach 
instead of questioning ie supportive of the work being done on a voluntary basis in 
most cases, rather than maligning what work is being done on behalf of members. I 
again refer you to the various documents governing NZOF and ask you to check facts 
before you print. 

Thank you Andy for you time. 

A GLOSSARY OF ORIENTEERING TERMS 

Discovered by Jill Dalton via a SAOC Newsletter, June 1982, via HOC 
Newsletter 

PART 1 - GENERAL TERMS 

• CONTROL: The only known form of living nylon. This animal is capable of moving to the wrong feature when 
no one is looking. It lives symbiotically with knolls. Tracking these beasts if the object of the whole sport. 

• PUNCH - Device for tearing your map case and pricking your thumb without doing anything visible to the map 
or control card. An appendage of the control. 

• CONTROL CARD - A sheet of titanium disguised as paper. Impenetrable by punches and easily lost, leading 
to frustration and/or disqualification. 

• CONTROL DESCRIPTION - Sheet of paper with meaningless symbols put on an inaccessible part of the 
map, which if lost or not consulted, frequently causes great consternation, but no other problems. 



• MAP CASE - Slippery plastic bag which causes your thumb to slide around on the map, and once ripped by 
the punch, provides little protection against rain and water. 

• COMPASS - Device for telling you where your watch is. Also attracted to staples in map case or local ore 
bodies. 

• MAP - Pictorial representation of what the field worker thought the land looked like over a year before the 
event. Usually wrong by the time the event rolls around. 

PART 2 - THE MAP LEGEND 

Relief Features 

• DEPRESSION - An area with no job, no money and no happiness. 
• CONTOUR - A series of imaginary lines put on maps by Swedish trolls to confuse everyone. 
• KNOLL - Something like a troll, only it just sits there looking like a hill until the control it sets out as bait 

for, attracts its favourite food - orienteers. 
• RE -ENTRANT - This feature is a valley, I don't care what you have heard elsewhere. It has nothing to do 

with re-entering or entrances at all. 
• SADDLE - Leather device for riding horses, sometimes found where two spurs meet two re-entrants. 
• SPUR - Spike fitting attached to heel that acts as an incitement. 

Vegetation 

• VEGETATION BOUNDARY - Amateur botanists may notice a difference from one side of this line to the 
other, the rest of us can forget it. 

• VERY DISTINCT - Visible 
• DISTINCT - Almost visible. 
• SEMI OPEN - Hardly open at all. 
• SLOW RUNNING - Fight 
• FIGHT - Get out your machete. 

Everything Else: 

• LAKES, SWAMPS, MARSHES, STREAMS - Wet places with lots of mud. 
• PATH - Line of trampled leaves not due to other orienteers. Usually changed since the map was drawn. 
• INTERMITTENT - There when the map maker was there, no sign of since. 

PART 3 - THE POST MORTEM 

• PARALLEL ERROR - Lost 
• 180 degree ERROR - Lost. 
• UNSAFE ROUTE CHOICE - Getting lost. 
• OVER SHOT CONTROL - Lost. 
• OUT OF CONTACT WITH MAP - Really lost. 
• OFF THE MAP - Incredibly lost. 



ROUND TWO OF THE WORLD CUPS - HOW THE NZ TEAM HAVE DONE 

After the first round of World Cups in Ireland, Great Britain and Sweden, the NZ team had a small 
break and then reunited for the second round of races. This round was made up of 8 events in one 
month, and would be held in countries that most of the team had never been to before, let alone 
orienteered in. 

The team over there consists of Alistair Landels, Phil Wood, Matt Tuck, Rob Jessop, Antonia Wood 
Rachel Smith, Sasha Middleton and Rebecca Smith. 

Below is a summary of the results for each of these races. The team has been sending regular emails 
of results and race reports. I have edited these for your enjoyment. 

12 September: Poland - Krakow (Relay Event) 

The first race has taken place and the team is now in various chomotose states. Unfortunately for Darren, the 
evening before the race, he was hit by a train being driven by a large Polish babushka, at least that's how his 
sore throat made him feel. Matthew Tuck, in his first World Cup race, was drafted into the team instead of Phil 
Wood as the latter is still struggling with a calf injury. Otherwise everybody was healthy and eager for the 
competition. 

Despite the fine warm weather over the recent few days, race day dawned wet and cool. Tone Wood started 
well for the women coming in 9th after a fast and physically demanding first leg. She was in front of a number 
of the more fancied teams despite being 2:41 down on the leader. Alistair, running the shorter men's first leg, 
slowly lost touch with the leaders and finished over 5 mins down in 29th place. The week of extensive travelling 
and work finally caught up with him! A superb performance from Australian Grant Bluett saw him finish in first 
place on the first leg. Rebecca in her first ever World Cup race, was next out for the women. She found the 
sheer pace and tough physical nature of the course her main obstacle, as technically she was very clean, her 
safe game plan resulting in only two minutes of errors. Matt was next out for the men and pulled out a solid 
performance not losing much time and coming home in 33rd place. Rachel went out in 23rd position and, as with 
Rebecca, found the physical side more of a challenge than finding the orange and white controls (must be a twin 
thing!). Somewhere in the forest she was passed by the fast finishing Ukrainian team member and brought the 
team home to a final placing of 24th. Rob J. had the job of anchoring the men's team home and had a steady 
run but felt slightly rusty from a lack of racing, although still managed to pick up two places in the forest to 
end up 31st. 

The map was within two kilometres of the Krakow town centre. The terrain was generally one broad hill 
dissected by valleys. Along the side of the valleys was moderate spur / gulley detail. The vegetation was 
typically open European beech forest which made a soft carpet of leaves on which to run. Small patches of 
?&%#!! stinging nettle and other leafy bushes filled the clearings and patches open to the sun. The climb was 
severe as the stats below show. The bottom of the valleys were very steep and the courses tended to cross 
many of these. 



Women 
Leg 1: 5.5km, 270m climb 
1. Honsova CZE 33.10 
9 Tone Wood NZL 35.51 
22 Mary Fien AUS 43.41 

Leg 2: 7.8km,390m climb 
(NB: cumulative times) 
1. Yvette Hague GBR 81.11 
19 Tracey Bluett AUS 99.14 
23 Rebecca Smith NZL 108.31 (72.40) 

Leg 3; 7.8km, 390m climb 
1. Staff NOR 129.48 
21. Julie Colder AUS 165.11 
24. Rachel Smith NZL 176.10 (67.39) 

Men 
Leg 1: 9.0km, 420m climb 
1. Grant Bluett AUS 48.48 
25 Dave Shephard AUS 53.07 
29 Alistair Landels NZL 54.16 

Leg 2: 10.3km, 490m climb 
(NB: cumulative times) 
1. Terkelsen DEN 102.07 
33 Matt Tuck NZL 125.05 (70.49) 

Leg 3: 10.3km, 490m climb 
1. Jorgensen DEN 155.11 
10 Eddie Wymer AUS 165.02 
31 Rob Jessop NZL 191.52 (66.47) 

14-15 September Poland - Krakow (Classic Event) 

Qualification: ( The top 20 from each heat qualify for the final) 

As usual after all these qualification races there seems to be tales of what happened, what might have 
happened and what should have happened. It was a race of two halves, the first was technical with a mosaic of 
vegetation changes with some nice big rock pillars & cliffs, while the second was more open and weaved through 
corridors of flatter forest amongst cultivated land. Alistair lead the way with a strong performance in one of 
the men's heats to qualify easily. He enjoyed the rough green stuff at the start missing nothing. Unfortunately 
one control in this area cost RobJ a qualifying time although his run from there to the finish was good. Matt 
Tuck struggled with consistency in the unfamiliar terrain but is gaining more confidence with every outing. Phil, 
still recovering from his calf injury, was taking things relatively easily and his time is of no consequence. 
Similarly Darren is still recovering from his bug and was not 100% but despite this he still put in a solid 
performance. 

The women had mixed fortunes but with perhaps a little good luck and two steady runs, both Rachel and Tone 
managed to qualify for the final. Tone missed significant time on number one but managed to hold things 
together well for the rest of the course. Rachel was happy with her run with only a few minutes of mistakes 
overall. Rebecca had a slow but steady race also losing just a few minutes. Sadly Sasha did not have a good day. 
She made a number of mistakes and is getting frustrated with not being able to quite make it happen. 

An interesting thing happened during the race. One of the men's controls, common to two of the three heats, 
had no electronic punch mechanism. I think it is the first time in Al's and my (RobJ) World Cup careers that we 
have not punched a control during a race!! At the time of writing we await the officials' comments, if any, of 
this unfortunate occurrance and whether it changes any of the results. There was a person 'about 30m away' 
shouting to people to carry on with the course but this is a little hopeless in the middle of the forest, in the 
middle of a World Cup competition. 



Women 

Heat 1: 5.8km 215m 
1. Borg SWE 37.00 
20 48.56 
24. Rebecca Smith NZL 53.05 
28. Sasha Middleton NZL 57.09 

Heat 2: 5.9km 220m 
1. Bohm AUT 41.06 
17. Rachel Smith NZL 48.27 
20 51.15 
21=. Mary Fien AUS 52.12 
25. Jeanine Hensmen GBR 56.31 

Heat 3: 6.0 220m 
1. Meister SUI 40.04 
18. Antonia Wood NZL 47.35 
20 47.51 
21. Tracey Bluett AUS 48.24 

Men 

Heat 1: 8.35km 335m 
1=. Mamleev RUS 49.39 
1=. Banach POL 49.39 
9. Tom Qualye AUS 51.51 
10. Alistair Landels NZL 51.54 
20 54.27 
28. Eric Morris AUS 58.26 
39. Phil Wood NZL 76.12 

Heat 2: 8.15km 345m 
1. Ivarsson SWE 48.38 
20 55.08 
21. Dave Shephard AUS 55.12 
28. Darren Ashmore NZL 59.23 
34. Tom Walter AUS 65.02 
37 Matt Tuck NZL 71.26 

Heat 3: 8.1km 310m 
1. Salmi FIN 46.58 
19. Eddie Wymer AUS 52.36 
20. Grant Bluett AUS 52.41 
30. Rob Jessop NZL 55.34 

Final 

It was a very cold and wet bunch of Kiwis that returned from the classic final today. Poland turned on a rather wintery day 
with cold wind and rain. It perhaps caught many of us a little by surprise and most would have liked another layer or two. As 
promised by the organisers, today's map was more open with less green crap, more rocks and more fast running. The general 
feeling amongst the competitors was that the courses were not overly technical which made for close times. Respective 
races went as follows: 

Al His race was steady at the start but he dropped some time in the middle. In the latter half of the course he had 
people around, both faster and slower than himself. Total time lost was about 3 minutes so overall a satisfying performance 
although Al said he needed to be stronger on the hills. RJ Despite the best of intentions, this was not a day to remember 
for Rob. Somehow he missed 4 minutes on a simple 2 minute leg to No. 1. This took a lot of the aggression out of his race 
although for much of it he was running very similar splits to Darren. Fortunately there are more races to come. DA He 
was pretty happy, although the hills slowed him down, a result of the lingering bug in his system. Encouragingly, the 
orienteering was good with only a couple of minutes of errors. 
MT Very happy with today's race but his legs were paying for it towards the end of the course. Time loss was less than 4 
minutes. His parting comment was that he hoped that Slovakia was not as steep as rumoured. 
PW (el manager) Did not race as his calf is still not 100% but he did go out for a short run without pain. This does not 
tend to be the problem as the calf 'goes' at about 30-40 mins without warning! His voice is hoarse from yelling so much. 

TW I started out well but lost time after half way on a couple of legs and then lost energy to run hard. I didn't think 
I'd be as far down as I was so I'm disappointed with my place. Probably about 4 mins in mistakes and dodgy route choices. 
I found the race physically very demanding. Still 5 more races in which to gain points, so as Norwegian Kjetil Bjorlo said 
'the only way is up'. 
RS Felt fine running and did some legs well but later on when getting a little tired she made some mistakes particularly 
with the confusing myriad of tracks in places. 
SM The improvement award for the day was fully deserved by Sasha. She was much more concentrated today and only 
lost time through some hesitations. She was very happy with the race and now gets to run in the next classic A final in 
Slovakia. 
RebS Had a pretty good run, with minimal time loss. She would like to be able to run faster. She says her confidence is 
growing and she is beginning to better understand the unfamiliar terrain and maps. 



Women 
A Final 9.3km 430m 
1. Staff NOR 60:12 
43. Antonia Wood NZL 74.40 
52. Julie Calder AUS 84.27 
55. Rachel Smith NZL 87.06 

B Final 7.3km 285m 
1 55.07 
2. Tracey Bluett AUS 56.06 
7. Sasha Middleton NZL 64.28 
9. Mary Fien AUS 66.00 
19. Rebecca Smith NZL 71.19 

Men 
A Final: 14.0km 570m 
1. Omelchenko UKR 74.56 
22. Grant Bluett AUS 81.28 
36. Alistair Landels NZL 83.55 
46. Tom Qualye AUS 87.02 
52. Eddie Wymer AUS 91.19 

B Final: 11.6km 530m 
1 71.11 
20. Eric Morris AUS 79.40 
24. Darren Ashmore NZL 80.38 
25. Dave Shephard AUS 80.40 
34. Tom Walter AUS 84.37 
39. Matt Tuck NZL 86.32 
41. Rob Jessop NZL 87.58 
Phil Wood NZL DNS 

17 September Slovakia - Tatranska Lomnica (Classic Event) 

It's just before 10:00pm and the team is rather dead! Today has been a hard day and sadly a not too successful one. 
Perhaps the travel and frequent racing had a little to do with it, I just don't know. Yesterday morning we drove the three 
hours or so south from Poland into Slovakia. Although the border crossing took at least half an hour, there were no problems 
with any of our visas. The event centre is in a sort of ski town and caters well for tourists. Our accommodation is very good 
and we are all comfortable but Oh my kingdom for a washing machine!! The team is quite adept at hand washing although 
many things are beginning to take on that all too familiar grey-brown colour. 'If it doesn't smell, it is clean.' In the 
afternoon we headed off to have a look at the model maps on offer. 

Anyway today's race was another classic distance event. It had one of the most spectacular back drops I have experienced 
in orienteering. Towering over us were the 2000m plus, snow capped High Tatra mountain range. The forest was along the 
foothills and subsequently we had quite considerable climb, in excess of 5%! There were three quite distinct terrain types 
through which all courses passed. Much of the first part of the courses wound through an elevated moraine plateau. This is 
like large patternless sanddunes with scattered boulders. The runnability and visibility was generally OK although the ground 
was quite lumpy moss covered stones, grass and blue-berries. Then, over the space of about 1km we dropped 250m down big 
broad slopes, sometimes very steep, to a gently sloping forest flat. This latter flatter forest had complex stream and marsh 
systems with varied vegetation types and the odd widely spaced boulder. Each of the three terrain's demanded different 
orienteering skills and from the following comments you can see that some people often did better in one type than another. 
The forest itself was almost totally coniferous. In the lower sections the streams were briskly running and in a number of 
cases it was necessary to boulder hop or at times splash through ankle to knee deep water. 

Perhaps the most outstanding result of the day belongs to Matt. He managed to gain the equal fastest split time from the 
last control to the finish out of the 209 starters (tied with Omelchenko, Tellesbo and Sild). Unfortunately the 107 minutes 
or so prior to that were not done at quite the same speed or accuracy. 

Al would have done well had the course been 2km shorter. Unfortunately as the course dropped off the plateau and down 
into the flatter terrain his race fell apart. He dropped at least ten minutes and went from a potential finish place of the 
late twenties to late fifties. He feels that his bingo-orienteering technique what was required in this latter part of the 
course is a little rusty. 

In the B race Darren had another solid performance only to find that he had mispunched somewhere along the course. 
Overall he had few mistakes and was orienteering well. 
Rob is struggling with inconsistency and lost time in the moraine section of the course. The latter part of the course went 
well so there is some improvement (if only he could find the first control....!!!). 
Phil, although being towards the rear of the field, had no problems with his calf and is hoping to be able to put more demand 
on it in the short-O races to come. His orienteering was generally clean so we await his full effort with interest. 
Tone spent six minutes trying to find number one. It was a day to forget. 
Sasha thought that she had a reasonable run but was surprised to see that she was so far down. 



Women 
A Final 7.85km 365m 
1. Asklof FIN 60.12 
25. Tracey Bluett AUS 68.01 
49. Rachel Smith NZL 77.23 
50. Mary Fien AUS 77.4 
58. Antonia Wood NZL 81.54 
67. Sasha Middleton NZL 90.55 
68. Julie Calder AUS 91 

B Final 6.96km 360m 
1 65.43 
9. Rebecca Smith NZL 83.57 

Men 
A Final: 12,2km 615m 
1. Ropek CZE 77.28 
44. Tom Qualye AUS 88.48 
55. Eddie Wymer AUS 93.52 
58. Alistair Landels NZL 95.05 
64. Riemersma GBR 104.2 
Grant Bluett AUS DNF 

B Final: 10.1km 475m 
1 70.33 
9. Eric Morris AUS 77.23 
30. Rob Jessop NZL 88 
33. Tom Walter AUS 89.27 
40. Phil Wood NZL 94.53 
45. Matt Tuck NZL 108.06 
Darren Ashmore NZL DISQ 

19-20/9 Slovakia - Tatranska Lomnica Short 

Qualification: ( The top 20 from each heat qualify for the final) 

&%#?!! describes how several of the team feel right now. Run of the day went to Darren. He was very fortunate to qualify 
by 7 seconds in 19= place in what was a very closely contested set of qualification races. To indicate just how lucky he was, 
in a parallel heat Rob ran a time only 2 seconds slower and was 21st, 8 seconds out of qualifying. A further 20 seconds back 
in the same heat was Alistair in 22nd place. Notably several of the bigger names also missed the cut! 

The story is much happier with respect to the women. Rachel starred with a qualification place of 15th while both Sasha and 
Tone also made it through. Rebecca's placing was not too far away and was a good performance in her first short-O at this 
level. The Spanish connection had a better day and also qualified, so that should put a smile on Greg's face. 

Again you can see by the course stats that the heats were very tough with lots of climb for such short courses. The forest 
was open, coniferous and basically surrounded a large ski area. The contours were generally broad with only a small area of 
detail in the first km. There were numerous rocks scattered throughout the terrain and the ground was very lumpy which 
made smooth running difficult. 
The finish was at the foot of two large ski jumps with the backdrop of the snow covered High Tatra mountains yet again. 
The weather was fine although the wind was bitingly cold. 

Darren is looking forward to the downhill race tomorrow. 
Alistair struggled on several controls losing too much time. 
It was good to see that RobJ finally produced a bit of form, not unusual given that it was a tough short-O. His run was solid 
with only a couple of small misses (<20 secs). 
Phil was very happy with his run except for one control where he lost about five minutes. The calf is fine although the rest 
of the bod feels a bit sluggish due to the time off. Happy with progress. 
Matt gained more than his money's worth in experience today but plans to short change himself tomorrow!! 
Tone made a few little mistakes and then read the wrong leg near the end and felt lucky to qualify. The fire wasn't there 
today but hopefully tomorrow... 
Rachel was happy with her run and described it as steady with only a couple of errors. 
Sasha is fast asleep at the moment but she seemed happy with her race and made no more than about three minutes of 
errors. 
Rebecca was rather disappointed as she could see the qualifying time. 



Men A Heat 4.89km 305m 
1. Jimmy Birklin SWE 31.45 
13. Eric Morris AUS 33.5 
15= Daniel Marston GBR 33.58 
20 34.31 
21. Rob Jessop NZL 34.39 
22. Al Landels NZL 34.59 
31. Tom Quayle AUS 36.17 

Men B 4.92km 310m 
1. Chris Terkelsen DEN 30.33 
20 36.18 
28. Eddie Wymer AUS 36.49 
37. Phil Wood NZL 41.56 
42. Grant Bluett AUS DSQ 

Men C 4.9km 305m 
1. Bernt Bjornsgaard NOR 31 
10. Stephen Palmer GBR 33.11 
19= Darren Ashmore NZL 34.37 
20 34.44 
34. Tom Walter AUS 38.28 
39. Matt Tuck NZL 44.38 

Women A 3.48km 205m 
1. Heather Monroe GBR 26.32 
16. Tracey Bluett AUS 31.21 
19. Tone Wood NZL 33.17 
20 34.36 
25. Rebecca Smith NZL 39.05 

Women B 3.42km 215m 
1. Karin Craig SWE 24.45 
15. Rachel Smith NZL 30.21 
16. Kirsty Bryan-Jones GBR 30.26 
20 31.4 

Women C 3.50km 210m 
1. Hanne Staff NOR 25.25 
12. Mary Fien AUS 30.23 
17. Sasha Middleton NZL 32.31 

Final 
The terrain for the short final was a joy to run through, with loads of juicy technical bits to make our lives just a little more 
interesting. As always, the final races created their own special type of pressures both internal as well as external. 
The journey to the start line today was a mini epic in itself. A ten minute bus ride brought us to the bottom of a very steep 
mountain, at which point we all climbed on a cable railway (not a cable car, but a sloping train carriage that goes up a very 
steep gradient) which took us part way up this very steep mountain. We climbed off in a mountain bar/cafe which acted as 
the runners assembly point. From here we had a 14min walk to the pre-start through some outstanding mountain forest. We 
had to make sure we were at the pre-start 12mins before our actual start time because from here we had a further 1.2km 
(10min easy jog) to the start line, where the fun was to begin. 
Let me just say I thought this terrain was simply awesome. I would come back any time to race in it. The contour detail on 
the map was a cross between Mamaku/Perimeter Rd and a rounded hill/depression sand-dune map. To add to this there were 
heaps of small scattered boulders, rocks and clearings, a few small marshes and ponds, and not very many tracks. All and all 
the map was truly a visual delight. 
Alisters 4th place in the Mens B-final was the run of the day out of our lot, and scored him two valuable world cup points. 
His run quite clean with only a few small misses. 
None of the A-final women were happy with their races, although each managed to do enough to score some points which 
counts for something. Tone (6 points), Sasha (2 points), Rachel (1 point) 
In the mens A-final Darren was disappointed at losing about 5mins on two controls, something you can't do at this level and 
hope to score points. Rebecca had a good run except for one large mistake which cost her a good result in the womens B-
final. She was encouraged to get it 90% right, and now has more valuable experience in the bag. 
Rob J made a few minutes of errors which cost him places he would have preferred. 
Phil had a solid run and didn't miss much. More importantly his calf problem has stayed away for another day, a very good 
sign. 
Matt wasn't to pleased to be caught 10mins by Phil. With every mistake you make your navigational experiences are 
enriched and hopefully the same one will not happen again. 
Now we begin the trek north to Estonia. Rob J is taking 4 days and 3 flights to get there, the rest of us are on four wheels, 
and will take about 20 hours, not including stops!!, driving through Poland, Lithuania and Latvia. We (Rebecca, Rachel, Alister 
and Darren) have just spent the last 3 hours sitting at the Slovakia/Poland border waiting for Rebecca to get a Polish 
transit visa. We aren't alone, 3 Aussies are also waiting in the cold. The Aussies are actually getting quite adept at getting 
across difficult borders. These same 3 arrived in Poland 12 days ago to find that the information regarding visas they were 
given was wrong - they couldn't get a tourist visas at the border and had the choice of either returning to Sweden or 
getting 2-day transit visas. After taking the latter they had to jump the border into Slovakia 6 days later because their 
visas had obviously expired. This involved running through 1-2km of dense forest and wading a waist-deep river in the late 
evening. Coming back today they claimed to have been asleep in the back of a Polish bus which was why they had no stamps 



in their passports! (They did have Slovak visas) It all worked fine except that one of them had an expired Slovak visa - he 
was taken off for questioning. It was his lucky day to be let go and they all got new transit visas for the trip back through 
Poland. 

Women 
A Final 3.98km 90m 
1. Jana Cieslarova CZE 27.08 
26. Mary Fien AUS 33.06 
27. Tracey Bluett AUS 33.07 
40. Tone Wood NZL 37.31 
44. Sasha Middleton NZL 38.38 
45. Rachel Smith NZL 40.16 

B Final: 3.54km 90m 
1. 31.42 
11. Julie Calder AUS 32.44 
17. Rebecca Smith NZL 39.27 

Men 
A Final: 4.85km 125m 
1. Chris Terkelsen DEN 26.12 
52. Darren Ashmore NZL 36.37 
55. Eric Morris AUS 38.07 

B Final: 4.48km 90m 
1. SLO 26.1 
4. Alistair Landels NZL 27.14 
21. David Shepherd AUS 32.47 
23. Eddie Wymer AUS 33.28 
29 Rob Jessop NZL 34.38 
32. Phil Wood NZL 35.1 
39. Tom Walter AUS 38.21 
48. Matt Tuck NZL 44.13 
Grant Bluett AUS DNS 

Travelling to the next event 
The whole team has reunited again in Otepaa, south eastern Estonia. The following are several stories from various people 
relating experiences on-route. 

Perhaps the most interesting journey was had by Al and his car load. We won't mention the multiple police stops for 
excessive speed. The border crossings did however prove interesting as the border guards on the Lithuanian -Latvian and 
Latvian-Estonian borders found difficulty in understanding how a car load of Kiwis came to be driving a Swedish registered 
car through the Baltic states. Alistair's papers, passport etc. did not seem to satisfy them and it took a rather convenient 
call from Estonian Sixten Sild on Al's mobile to sort out the problem. He had helped organise our accommodation and wanted 
to know where the car load was. Al passed over the mobile so Sixten could talk directly to the border guards. However the 
border guard involved did not seem to have ever seen a mobile phone and Al had to first show the bemused guard how to use 
it. This whole process took one and a half hours at each border crossing and this was on top of a three hour pause at the 
Slovakia-Polish border for Rebecca's transit visa! Anyway the whole trip took 19 hours of driving over one and a half days 
and six hours spent conversing unsuccessfully with border guards. Such is the welcome one receives when passing through 
these countries. 

The bulk of the rest of the team travelled up with the Estonians in their mini-van. The trip was largely uneventful although 
the comment was that their company was very good, especially in Matt's case who found a pleasurable way to pass those long 
Arctic nights (in other words further international diplomatic relations between the two countries). 

The sole remaining traveller was Rob J. who took three flights, two train rides and two bus rides to do the same journey. He 
convincingly proved that flying is not always the fastest and best way to travel around this part of the world. He can 
however tell you many things about the cities of Bratislava and Tallinn not to mention the respective merits of Bratislava, 
Zurich, Helsinki and Tallinn airports!!! Tallinn airport perhaps was the most unbelievable. The terminal consisted of a 
corrugated-iron barn with a lick of paint. It was no bigger than your average sized house. The baggage conveyor belt was 
only about five metres long but it certainly made for efficiency! 
Anyway we are now all settled in a house come hostel place which we have all to ourselves. It has just been renovated (sort 
of) and is quite comfortable. We are currently organising a bit of a celebratory feed after the classic final for ourselves 
and our Aussie friends (It is also Tone's birthday). 

26-27 September Estonia - Otepaa (Classic Event) 

Today's qualification races are now over and we have the great news that all the women made it into the final. 
Of course with no B final they were automatically through anyway. Tone had the best run of the day finishing 
10th although she was not overly happy with her own performance. The others did not have such a good day. 



There was better news in the men's race. Al had a very strong run to place 8th in his heat which will give him a 
reasonable start position tomorrow. Finally RobJ had some luck to go with his improving form and qualified 17th. 
Sadly Phil, Matt and Darren were not so fortunate. Darren was not too far away in 24th place only 2.5 mins 
from qualifying. 

The terrain itself took many of the team by surprise as it turned out to be much greener and rougher than the 
model map had suggested. Overall the map was a patchwork of greens, blues (large, sometimes deep marshes), 
yellows and whites. Due to some extreme weather conditions earlier in the season many trees had been blown 
down thus allowing a thicker undergrowth to fill the new, sunnier patches. There were subsequently a number of 
areas of both wide and narrow green stripe. The latter was definitely to be avoided as will be confirmed later. 
The contours were not unlike Woodhill although they tended to be more rounded and softer (water formed) 
rather than the sharp wind formed shapes we are familiar with. There were also not the linear patterns often 
associated with Waitarere or Woodhill. 

There was a definite advantage for later starters as there was a significant amount of tracking in certain 
places. Although the courses are different there are many common controls and many of the routes are also 
generally common as experienced in relays. Hopefully Al and Tone, with their later starts, will have the benefit 
of some tracks made by the rest of the trail blazing Kiwis. 

Darren - Felt unlucky that he was caught in a thick area of fallen trees which cost him time and also that a 
control circle was not broken where it covered a crucial tag on a large depression just prior to a control. This 
latter comment is echoed by RobJ and probably by a number of others. 
Al - Apart from missing one and a half minutes in long grass at the first control he was very happy running 
around in this generally unpleasant terrain. He made a few other small errors but was satisfied with his run in 
general. He is hoping that tomorrow's final will be equally if not even more green, slow, detailed and generally 
horrible! 
Matt - Was generally happy, he had a solid run although a little bit scrappy in places. He was happy to be able 
to see the qualifying time in his heat. 
RobJ - Missed only one control a couple of minutes but had a good run otherwise. Had some help with the pace 
over the last part of the course from a well placed Estonian but he was a little dodgy around the control sites. 
Ran half the course with a shoe split from toe to midsole! 
Phil - Had a very scrappy run, sprained an ankle and pulled his calf again. More on these inconveniences 
tomorrow although he is still keen to start. 
Tone - The map was not enjoyable as you felt like you were fighting through branches all the way. There was no 
smooth running. Tone felt she was a little excited after the model but was then disappointed to find what the 
terrain was really like. 
Rachel - 'frustrating' At one place near the finish it took about 1 and a half minutes to go 30 or so metres. The 
fallen trees and soft marshes combined to create a real barrier. A poor Romanian women took at least three 
minutes to do this same section. Rachel also had little motivation to race well knowing that she had already 
qualified for the final. 
Sasha - It was a real battle and hard to keep battling knowing there was no reason to push on to qualify. 
Rebecca - No major mistakes, but several small misses here and there, just slow. There was no point in pushing 
things physically as you knew you were already in the A final. 

NB. The women had to complete today's course to make the A final. DNSs, DNFs and DISQs would not be 
allowed to start. 



Men 

Heat 1 7.12km 175m 
1. Jimmy Birklin SWE 43.35 
8. Alistair Landels NZL 49.07 
20. Eddie Wymer AUS 52.48 
-------------------------------------
27. Tom Walter AUS 61.07 
(30 total) 

Heat 2 7.15km 170m 
1. Allan Mogensen DEN 43.58 
17. Robert Jessop NZL 50.49 
20. Valentin Novikov RUS 52.21 
----------------------------------------
24. Robbie Preston AUS 55.49 
27. Matt Tuck NZL 61.53 
(29 total) 

Heat 3 7.12km 165m 
1. Jorgen Martensson SWE 43.08 
18. Eric Morris AUS 50.40 
-------------------------------------
24. Darren Ashmore NZL 54.01 
27. Phil Wood NZL 65.42 
(29 total) 

WOMEN (62 total) 

Heat 1 5.10km 130m 
1. Gunilla Svard SWE 41.07 
10. Tone Wood NZL 48.39 
17. Julie Calder AUS 58.41 
19. Rebecca Smith NZL 60.43 
(20 total) 

Heat 2 5.14km 135m 
1. Kulli Kaljus EST 40.11 
15. Alix Young AUS 51.17 
16. Emily Viner AUS 53.39 
17. Rachel Smith NZL 54.09 
(21 total) 

Heat 3 5.07km 135m 
1. Hanne Staff NOR 40.52 
16. Tracy Bluett AUS 51.02 
17. Sasha Midddleton NZL 55.2 
(20 total) 

Now for something a little different. If you are wondering how the food situation is here, well the following may give you 
some idea of how we are getting on. The Estonian Kroon (although some of us prefer the term EEK!) is still one of the 
European currencies that favours Kiwis in the exchange rate, therefore the purchase price of food items is generally 
cheaper or similar to that in New Zealand. Although we are in a small town, it actually makes me think of a slightly larger 
Naseby, there is a well stocked supermarket. Imported, big brand, items are more expensive and reflect NZ prices. 

Coca-cola 1.5l $2.20 
Cheese (local) 0.24kg $2.30 
Instant noodles $0.60 
Spaghetti 500g $0.90 
Orange Juice 1l $2.00 
Milk 1l $1.20 

Chocolate (local, milk) 100g $1.00 
Onions 0.17kg $0.15 
Tomatoes 0.44kg $1.00 
Oranges 0.62kg $1.40 
Bananas 0.41kg $0.80 
Raisins 0.46kg $2.00 

As do most orienteers, we are eating well. Most days are spent running, sleeping and eating, in fact all but Al and myself are 
resting in their rooms and it is only 4.30pm. 

Final 

The anticipated tough terrain for the final did not disappoint whether it was desired or not. It was 'in your face' more or 
less the whole time. For most of the afternoon after the race we were all suffering severely from nettle itch. There were 
seemingly endless fields of them in some places with no option put to go through them. There was lots of green of varying 
types and more marshes than the day before. The combination of all this meant you were fighting most of the time and this 
steadily sucked the life out of you. By the time you reached the last few controls which were in more open forest there was 
not much GO left in the legs. 

Sasha didn't get past the start as she was not feeling very well. Today she is a bit better and only has a light cold. Phil 
survived for the first third or so of the race until his calf became too sore to continue and he had to pull out. Matt had a 
very long day in the B race although he still acquitted himself well in the finish chute easily running away from a very tired 
RobJ when they converged at the last control. Matt ran the fastest split while RobJ. had been getting slower and slower 
over the last couple of kms as his lack of terrain fitness began to tell. Alistair ran strongly and well for the whole race but 
sadly didn't get any reward for it at the end just being out of the points. Shortly after he finished however he felt very 



weak and was suffering from a low sugar level. He took most of the rest of the afternoon to regain much life. Darren also 
had a solid run in the B race but lacked physical aggression in the terrain. He was two places outside of points in this race. 
Similarly for the rest of the women it was a long hard day. There was much talk about chest deep marshes, long grass and 
branches, branches, branches. Needless to say we are still waiting for some terrain that resembled that experienced on the 
model map area. 

I should add that both RobJ and Al did enjoy their races and were not too concerned about the crap. Alistair also managed 
to get two fastest splits. 

Despite the tough day both Tone and Rachel scored WC points, 9 and 1 respectively. Tone now lies 32nd (81 pts) and Rachel 
107th (2 pts) out of a total of 108 women with points. Sasha is still 100th= with 2 points. She is above Rachel as she scored 
2 points rather than 2*1 points. Jenny Adams is listed at 78th (18 pts) but will not change. Alistair has dropped to 59th (34 
pts) and Greg is still in 104th place with three points and this will not change either. Looking ahead to the final race of the 
WC where only the top 60 get to run, those with points play an important role. They earn a COUNTRY place in the final so if 
the individual is not present then the place can be taken by another team member. A country is only allowed a maximum of 
six runners in the final so it is possible that those down below 60 may still get to run or allow another to run. This is perhaps 
more of an issue in the women rather than the men. 

Today is a rest day and there is very little going on. Activities include sleeping, eating, a little bit of shopping, perhaps an 
easy jog to loosen up the legs, a bit more sleeping, some washing and generally just being lazy (apart from me who'd do some 
work if I could get my computer back from this hack reporter! - AL). Tomorrow we have a relay on an area adjacent to 
yesterday. We all know what that means !!!!!! 

Men 

A Final: 11.73km 
1. Sixten Sild EST 72.09 
46. Alistair Landels NZL 83.55 
52. Eric Morris AUS 90.26 
53. Eddie Wymer AUS 91.22 
57. Robert Jessop NZL 99.17 
60 total, 59 finished, 1 DNS. 

B Final 9.8km 
1. Michal Jedlicka CZE 70.53 
7. Darren Ashmore NZL 79.2 
13. Robbie Preston AUS 86.28 
18. Tom Walter AUS 103.6 
20. Matt Tuck NZL 109.6 
Phil Wood NZL DNF 

Women 

Women 7.7km 
1. Hanne Staff NOR 57.31 
8. Heather Monro GBR 63.27 
30. Alix Young AUS 74.56 
37. Tone Wood NZL 78.36 
41. Tracy Bluett AUS 80.59 
45. Rachel Smith NZL 82.55 
49. Julie Calder AUS 89.4 
53. Lorna Eades GBR 91.07 
54= Rebecca Smith NZL 93.54 
Emily Viner AUS DNF 
Sasha Midddleton NZL DNS 
(58 finishers, 1 DNF, 2 DNS) 

29 September Estonia - Otepaa (Relay Event) 

This message comes to you from a camping ground cottage in the country of Finland. Yes another day has seen us cross more 
borders and continue on what is turning out to be a very strenuous tour, even for the richer teams! Yesterday we ran the 
final WC relay in Estonia. Within 20 minutes of RobJ finishing his run the team was on a competitors bus heading for a 
rendezvous with a ferry from Tallinn to Helsinki. This three and half hour ferry ride was followed by a drive for a couple of 
hours through the night to our accommodation in the city of Hameenlinna, Finland. It was around 1am when we finally went to 
bed after what had been another long day. Fortunately this time there were no hassles at the border crossing, in fact there 
was even a slight advantage being an alien from the other side of the world. The EU members' border channel had a long 
queue while the rest of us sauntered through with barely a pause! 

After a long sleep it was quickly off to the model for tomorrow's short distance qualifier. We now have three races in a row. 
No rest for the wicked!!! 

The relay yesterday was a little flat as there were not so many teams competing and there were quite big gaps between 
runners. Many had what was basically a classic race as they didn't run with anybody. Both Tone and Alistair missed time on 
the first leg, which in the case of the women had them struggling from then on. Alistair fought back well to be relatively 



close to the leaders and gave Darren a chance to go out with a small pack. A strong run from Australian Eric Morris had the 
Aussies in front of us at this stage. Darren missed the first control but not as badly as Eddie Wymer, the Aussie 2nd leg 
runner, and they both met on the way to number two. They then joined the British number 2 team and Swiss 1 at number 7. 
At the finish Darren had managed to drop the Brit and handed over to RobJ side by side with our friends from across the 
deetch. At the spectator control RobJ was going well and was clear of the Aussie but a miss at the same control Al lost time 
on allowed the Brit to come through. Fortunately and perhaps more enjoyably the men still finished in front of the Aussies. 
Continuing with the women, Rebecca had a steady run but was frustrated at being so far behind physically. On the last leg 
Rachel ran very well but by then it was a little too late. 

Men 3 x 8km 
1 Czech Republic CZE 02:25.3 
2 Estonia 2 EST 02:25.5 
3 Sweden 1 SWE 02:25.5 
16 Hungary HUN 02:47.1 
21 New Zealand NZL 02:53.1 
24 Australia AUS 03:06.2 

Women 3 x 5km 
1 Norway 1 NOR 01:59.3 
2 Finland 2 FIN 02:03.3 
3 Finland 1 FIN 02:03.4 
11 Australia AUS 02:37.2 
16 New Zealand NZL 02:51.3 

1 October Finland - Hameenlinna (Short Event) 

Qualification 

Spirits are high in the team camp today as we have just had one of the most memorable qualification races ever. Although 
the women were all assured of a final place due to the low numbers, this was not so with the men. However, the boys 'did the 
business' and we have three qualified through to the A final. Alistair again lead the way with a strong race in heat B to 
finish in 13th place, 5 ahead of RobJ in the same heat. Darren, running a fast heat C, came through with a fine placing of 
17th to give NZ a qualifying trio of men for the first time in WC history. It is true that the fields were not too large but as 
mentioned in previous notes, the fields do not diminish in strength that much. 

As can be seen from the results the range of times was variable and surprisingly long in the case of the men's B race. 

Matt Tuck made two mistakes which cost him but he could just see the qualifying time and, as is becoming a bit of a habit, 
he won the finish split yet again. Sadly Phil has stopped running as his leg is not up to it and he has now turned his attention 
to recovery. He has however done a good job attending all the WC meetings, providing information for the rest of the team 
and giving unparalleled support up the finish chutes. 

The women did not have high motivation for the race and this perhaps reflected the low level of concentration and 
subsequent number of small mistakes. Tone missed early and did not have the best of runs. Rachel had a steady run and had 
the excitement of seeing a moose! Sasha is still recovering from a bit of a bug and did not feel 100% while Rebecca was 
relatively clean apart from a couple of misses towards the end. 

The organisers said that only a small part of the model map was really that relevant for today and that proved to be so. The 
enjoyable rolling sanddune like contours that typified two thirds of the model were not at all evident today. Instead we were 
treated to relatively ordinary (simple) Scandinavian terrain that certainly afforded better running than Estonia. There were 
a number of big, rounded hills, up to five contours in height, with minor contour and rock detail along the slopes. In between 
these hills were broad flat areas with mixtures of runnable marsh, light green and felled patches. The surface was a soft 
layer of moss and pine needles although in many places this formed a lumpy layer over scattered stones and branches. 

Perhaps those of you who are enjoying an early start to the summer should spare a thought for us. We awoke this morning to 
find a layer of frost covering the world. There was a cosy huddle of antipodeans around a small fire at the pre-start area 
later in the forest as well. The cabins we are in have three layers of glass on the windows and double doors for insulation!! It 
is cold. 

Last evening we were treated to one of the better opening ceremonies many of us have attended in recent years. The 
setting was a small old castle set in a hillside in the forest. We entered the small enclosed area via a short tune that was lit 
quaintly with candles. Small children, dressed as ghosts, jumped out at you yelling the Finnish equivalent of 'Boo'. (I think 
this is Buu). Once the teams were assembled on a few rows of tiered seating we were entertained by the local gymnastics 
club. They performed an eerie dance dressed something like medi-evil nymphs?! A short speech and team introductions were 
followed by a very brief but entertaining attempt at orienteering by the ghosts. They ran across the stage from the left, 



carrying maps, to a control. They then turned and climbed up the stairs through the audience (us). Fairly simple you might 
think but the poor ghosts had trouble seeing out of their sheets and much confusion was caused when the MC moved the 
control. There were white sheets flapping everywhere and ghosts zig-zaging around frantically searching for the control. 
We all, of course, had a huge laugh at their expense. There was a group sing-song and then it was all over, short, sweet and 
fun. 

Men Heat A 4.85km 160m 
1 Jimmy Birklin SWE 27.13 

20 
23 Robbie Preston AUS 35.02 
25 Matt Tuck NZL 37.44 

Men Heat B 4.83km 165m 
1 Fred Lowegren SWE 27.55 

13 Alistair Landels NZL 31.09 
15 Eric Morris AUS 32.08 
18 Rob Jessop NZL 33.51 

Men Heat C 4.8km 160m 
1 Janne Salmi FIN 28.03 

13 Grunt Bluett AUS 30.39 
17 Darren Ashmore NZL 32.03 
20 Eddie Wymer AUS 33.02 

Women Heat A 3.99km 125m 
1 Hanne Staff NOR 26.13 

13 Alix Young AUS 35.49 
16 Julie Calder AUS 36.2 
19 Rebecca Smith NZL 43.25 

Women Heat B 3.97km 120m 
1 Maria Sandstrom SWE 27.28 

14 Tracy Bluett AUS 35.13 
16 Rachel Smith NZL 36.12 

Women Heat C 3.97km 125m 
1 Anniina Paronen FIN 27.55 

11 Emily Viner AUS 34.4 
16 Tone Wood NZL 42.34 
17 Sasha Middleton NZL 43.02 

Final 

It is a lovely crisp afternoon here, people are variously occupied sleeping, having a sauna, eating or typing! We have just had 
a visit from a Kiwi exchange woman from Great Barrier Island. She just wanted to hear our familiar accents again. 

The races today turned out to be through the same area, on the same map, as yesterday so the terrain was generally very 
nice. Four Kiwis scored points so there was some success but overall it was not as good a day as we had hoped. Darren had 
the misfortune to miss out by one place on scoring his first WC point for the year. Rachel lead the way for the women with a 
placing of ?? although she was not totally happy with her run. She will have scored ?? points. Sasha and Tone scored 2 and 1 
point respectively. Alistair's form continues to be good with a steady result of 34th for 12 points. This may just move him 
into the top 50 overall. He was caught two minutes at about halfway by Grant Bluett, and then proceeded to lead Grant 
through the next few legs before he got the better of him on a longer leg. Grant went on to finish an excellent 15th. 

Tone's race was not one of her best. She ran well for most of the course but two controls cost her time. Rebecca had some 
trouble with a ride that didn't make sense and RobJ read a wrong code and ran around for some time until he returned to 
the very same control he had spiked 2-3 minutes earlier! An administration error as Phil would say. Sasha also had some 
problems and is still feeling weak after her bug. Matt came, Matt ran, Matt finished, I don't know any more. He did try hard 
in the finish chute but the outcome is unknown. As an addition to yesterday's race, RobJ ran an equal fastest split for the 
second to last leg which was shared by 66% of the field. 

Men A 4.74km 140m 
1 Janne Salmi FIN 26.08 

15 Grant Bluett AUS 28.12 
34= Alistair Landels NZL 30.41 

41 Eric Morris AUS 31.23 
46 Darren Ashmore NZL 32.46 
50 Eddie Wymer AUS 33.33 
52 RobJ NZL 35 

Men B 
1 Richard Wren GBR 31.18 
9 Robbie Preston AUS 35.47 

13 Matt Tuck NZL 38.07 

Women A 
1 Anniina Paronen FIN 26.09 

30 Tracy Bluett AUS 32.46 
37 Smith Rachel NZL 34.43 
40 Viner Emily AUS 37.19 
41 Young Alix AUS 37.27 
44 Sasha Middleton NZL 39.24 
45 Tone Wood NZL 39.45 
52 Calder Julie AUS 44.31 
54 Smith Rebecca NZL 46.25 



3 October Finland - Hameenlinna (Classic Event) 

Well the end has been reached....almost! After 10 individual races and three relays there is still the hardest event left - the 
party. This is surely the supreme test of endurance as the event is several hours long and one's judgement steadily 
deteriorates following numerous drinks controls. Already there are some early leaders but the Kiwis have yet to start and 
are known as strong finishers in this their speciality event. But I digress.... 

The final today proved to be every bit the finale it should be. The women's overall winner changed with various finishers 
until Hanne Staff (NOR) clinched it with the day's win. Despite all the talk about the fight between favourites Bjornar 
Valstad (NOR) and Johan Ivarsson (SWE), somebody forgot to tell Chris Terkelson from Denmark. In an outstanding 
performance he not only won the final event but took enough points to win the overall WC title by one point from the Swede 
with another point back to a rather disappointed Norwegian. 

It was a mixed last day for the Kiwis. Al and Tone were 33rd and 35th respectively in their A final races. This gave Al 16 
and Tone 14 points. Rachel and Sasha had days they would like to forget and were out of the points. Unfortunately Rebecca 
broke her compass and, since she was not carrying a spare, retired from the course. In the men's B race things were a little 
bit more successful. RobJ was third just 9 seconds in front of Darren. They scored their first WC points of the year, 3 and 
2 respectively. This was some consolation for all the A finals made and no points scored. Matt had his best run of the tour 
so far and, but for one control, would have been close to the other two. Despite getting two sticks in one eye as well, Matt 
still finished mid field in 11th place. 

In the men's overall WC standings Al managed to make it into the top 50 (50th) with his strong run today. RobJ and Greg 
were together in about 110th place with Darren one point back in about 117th. The other Kiwis who competed this year (Dave 
Farquhar, Shane Philips, Matt Tuck and Phil Wood) failed to score a point. 

Tone lead the NZ women in 35th place in the women's overall WC standings. Jenni Adams was next in 78th place. Rachel was 
86th and Sasha 98th. Rebecca and Kirsten sadly failed to register a point. A breakdown of points follows later. 

Today's terrain was something completely different from anything we have had so far. The opening kilometre and a half was 
nice mossy white forest that was lovely to run through but then things changed dramatically for the worse. Much of the 
rest of the course was through rocky green marshy crap. It was basically glaciated Scandinavian terrain with the usual rock 
base, rounded hills and patches of bare rock. There were nice parts on the tops of the hills and some of the tracks were 
nice but generally it was back to 'in your face O' . Many people still enjoyed the courses and the orienteering and, at least, 
it was better than Estonia. 

Men's A 11.8 km 390m 
1 Chris Terkelson DEN 72.53 

22 Grant Bluett AUS 80.14 
33 AL NZL 84.52 
49 Eric Morris AUS 95.4 

Men's B 9.4 km 320m 
1 Fabrice Vannier FRA 63.03 
2 Eddie Wymer AUS 65.16 
3 RobJ NZL 67.54 
4 Darren Ashmore NZL 68.03 
8 Robbie Preston AUS 71.1 

11 Matt Tuck NZL 74.35 
15 Tom Walter AUS 80.02 

Women 8.4 km 290m 
1 Hanne Staff NOR 59.11 

35 Tone NZL 73.46 
36 Alix Young AUS 74.2 
42 Tracy Bluett AUS 77.19 
45 Emily Viner AUS 81.23 
46 Julie Calder AUS 82.49 
52 Rachel NZL 97.5 
54 Sasha NZL 108.02 

Rebecca NZL DNF 



OVERALL WORLD CUP POINTS 

Individuals 

Men 
1 Chris Terkelson DEN 282 
2 Johan Ivarsson SWE 281 
3 Bjornar Valstad NOR 279 

30 Grant Bluett AUS 135 
50 Alistair Landels NZL 62 
77 Tom Quail AUS 20 
83 Rob Walter AUS 17 
100 Eric Morris AUS 5 
105 Eddie Wymer AUS 4 
110 RobJ NZL 3 
110 Greg NZL 3 
117 Darren NZL 2 

Total 130 

Women 
1 Hanne Staff NOR 296 
2 Johanna Asklof FIN 284 
3 Katarina Borg SWE 269 
35 Antonia Wood NZL 90 
37 Tracy Bluett AUS 85 
43 Alix Young AUS 75 
53 Natasha Key AUS 47 
67 Mary Fien AUS 28 
78 Jenni Adams NZL 18 
86 Rachel NZL 11 
88 Nicki Taws AUS 10 
90 Emily Viner AUS 10 
98 Sasha NZL 4 
99 Julie Calder AUS 3 

Total 110 

Country Points for Relays 

Men 
1 Denmark 56 
2 Sweden 52 
3 Norway 40 
8 Great Britain 26 
12 Australia 12 
17 New Zealand 8 

22 total 

Women 
1 Norway 56 
2 Finland 55 
3 Switzerland 52 
5 Great Britain 33 
8 Australia 22 
14 New Zealand 10 

20 total 

There you have it, the round-up of the 1998 World Cup. Overall there were more Kiwis scoring points and making A finals 
than in past years which is encouraging. A number of new team members have increased their international experience in a 
variety of terrain and some of the older members still show they have a lot to offer. Sadly the relay results are a bit slack. 
It is possible that the complete lack of any quality relays in New Zealand may have something to do with this. 

The team would like to say "A big THANK YOU to all the following people who sent us messages" 

ELECTRONIC BLABBERMOUTH 

In a bid to save trees and all that stuff. I thought I should offer the Blabbermouth in electronic 
format. This would save clubs postage too. If you fancy this idea you should email me on 
sbcollins@deloitte.co.nz and register your name. I will then send you your Blabbermouth each month 
in Word format (or another format if required) and you can read it or print it out or do whatever you 
want with it. I already email copies to several people overseas. Once on the email list I will let Lisa 
Mead know and you will be deleted from the postage mail list. 



THE LAST CONTROL: 

THE Auckland BLABBERMOUTH 
...Is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Area Orienteering Clubs, combining the Auckland, Counties-
Manukau, Waikato and Auckland Campus Orienteers and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Shaun 
Collins, WACO (631 0204) and distributed by Lisa Mead, NWOC (445 4555) and published at the beginning of 
every month except January. 

Next Issue: November 1998 
Mail your contributions to 1/10 Inverary Ave, Epsom, Auckland, or call me at home on 631 0204, or call me at 
work on (025) 291 0005, or email sbcollins@deloitte.co.nz 

The deadline for contributions for the November AUCKLAND BLABBERMOUTH is Sunday 25th 
October 

Disks or email please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns, or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for 
preference. Please don't format your document with spaces or tabs, it takes me ages to get rid of them all. 
If you can't supply on disk I can type contributions if necessary. 

Distribution 
If you change your address, please contact your club membership officer or Lisa Mead on 445 4555. If you 
want a back issue of The AUCKLAND BLABBERMOUTH, please contact your club membership person, or Lisa, or 
me. 

Credits 
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission. 

SHAUN COLLINS 631 0204 
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